[GPS tracking software name ________________] EMPLOYEE CONSENT FORM

[Company ________________ ] utilizes for scheduling, timesheets, payroll, and location needs. As part of your employment with us, we will require you to use [GPS tracking software ________________].

Safeguarding your data privacy and ensuring that our company data is secure is vital to [Company ________________] and our utilization of [GPS tracking software ________________] in our business.

It is important to [Company ________________] that our employees understand how [GPS tracking software ________________] collects, processes, provides, and safeguards data, including any personal information.

[GPS tracking software ________________] collects, analyzes, processes, and uses data to provide its services through the [GPS tracking software ________________] app.

Some of the data [GPS tracking software ________________] collects is aggregated or anonymized, so it does not identify any specific individual.
EMPLOYEE CONSENT FORM

Where the collected data is specific to a particular individual, [GPS tracking software ________________] uses industry-standard best practices to ensure that our [Company ________________] data and employee data are secure and protected.

You may review [GPS tracking software ________________] privacy policy at [ GPS tracking software website ________________] and [Company ________________]’s privacy policy at [define where employees can access the policy, for example, Company’s website or HR department ________________].

Please sign below to indicate that you have read and acknowledge that [GPS tracking software ________________] will be used by [Company ________________] for the disclosed uses and that you consent to such collection and use in the course of your employment with [Company ________________].

____________________________________
Employee’s Printed Name

____________________________________
Employee’s Signature